The following are the requisites for all students in Years 3 - 6. More specific lists may be given out by your child’s teacher during Term 1.

Each PRIMARY child will need -

* Small to medium size pencil case only
* A quality rigid 30cm ruler (not flexible), preferably with an “O” at the beginning of the ruler. cm, mm marked (not inches)
* 2 x large glue sticks (Bostick - not DATS or runny glue)
* 6 x HB pencils - (good quality that can be sharpened easily, preferably brands like Staedtler or Columbia)
* Set of coloured pencils (pack of 12 suggested)
* 1 x eraser
* 1 library bag
* Sharpener - barrel type which contains the shavings is best
* Paint shirt (adult T-shirt is preferred)
* Pair of scissors
* Dictionary with larger print and wider spacing.
  Better ones are labelled as ‘school dictionary’
* 2 boxes tissues
REQUIREMENTS FOR

INFANTS

Kindergarten

* Paint shirt eg. a big old T-shirt, not plastic
* 4 x large glue sticks (Bostick - not DATS or runny glue)
* Library Bag (available through the uniform shop for $3)
* 2 boxes tissues
* Sipper bottle
* Home reading bag (extra large pencil case is ideal)
* NO pencils / text books/ books (these are provided at school)
* 2 division, double zippered pack back suggested - big enough to hold lunch box, home reading folder, library bag, etc.
* Pair of undies in a plastic zip lock bag

Years 1 & 2

* 6 x HB lead pencils (good quality that can be sharpened easily, preferably brands like Staedtler or Columbia)
* Set of good quality coloured pencils (12 or 24 adequate)
* Pair of scissors
* Sharpener - barrel type which contains the shavings is best
* Pencil case (please avoid large ones as they are too big for desk tops)
* Library bag (available from uniform shop for $3)